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Abstract. A hybrid simulationis carriedout to study the evolutionof magnetic
field rotationsin rotationaldiscontinuities
(RDs) and large-amplitudeAlfv•n wave
trains (AWTs) whoseinitial field rotationangleIA•] > 180ø. For a giveninitial
half width D, the RDs or AWTs losea multiple of +360ø field rotation at a critical
time, until a smallestrotation angle IA•l < 180ø is reached.The critical time tc

for losingthe first 360ø fieldrotationis foundto be tc -• F(A•,/•,O•n)D 3'3ñø'8
wherethe functionF decreases
linearlywith A•, decreases
linearlywith v•l for
upstream ion beta •l > 0.1, and decreaseswith decreasingshocknormal angle
O•n. At t < tc, however,the rotation angle A• remainsunchanged.A searchis
conductedfor minimumwidthsrequiredfor RDs to preservetheir I_k•l > 180ø for a
given transient convectiontime at the daysidemagnetopause
and minimum widths
of AWTs per 360ø field rotation in the solar wind.
velocity upstream and downstream of the RD equals
the local intermediate mode speed C•, where C• = •(4n
Rotational discontinuities(RDs) and large-amplitude and i(4• is the normal componentof the Alfv•n velocity.
Alfv•n waveshave frequently been observedin the so- While the ideal MHD does not give the internal struclar wind [Burlaga,1971;Leppingand Behannon,1980; ture of RDs, the structure of the RDs has been studied
1. Introduction

Neugebaueret al., 1984; Alexanderet al., 1987; Neuge- by includingthe dissipationand/or dispersionterms.
bauer,1989, 1992, and referencestherein]. The thick- A simple dissipativeterm in the MHD equations,howness of the rotational
discontinuities
is found to be ever, results in a disintegration of RDs becauseof the
abouta fewto -• 10Li, whereLi = C/Wpiis the ioniner- conservation of entropy upstream and downstream of

tial length[e.g.,LeppingandBehannon,1986].Alfv•n

RDs.

The structure

of RDs has also been studied ana-

the cause of continuous aurora activities.

electron particles in the formation of RD. The structure

wavetrains (AWTs) havealsobeenobservedin the solar lyticallyon the basesof first-orderorbit theory[Suand
wind [ Tsurutaniand Gonzalez,1987; Tsurutaniet al., Sonnerup,1968]and a time-independentkinetic model
1994];someare high-intensity
andlong-duration(wave- [Leeand Kan, 1982; Wangand Sonnerup,1984].These
lengthsof approximatelytensof earth radii) and may be studies have shown the importance of trapped ion and
The RDs have

of nonlinear

Alfv•n

waves and solitons has been studied

also been found at the Earth's magnetopause,where
they play a very important role in the entry of solar by usingtwo-fluidtheories[Sakaiand Sonnerup,1983;
wind plasma into the magnetosphereduring magnetic Buti, 1988; Kennel et al., 1988; Hada et al., 1989; Lyu

reconnectionevents [Sonnerupet al., 1981; Berchem and Kan, 1989;Hau and Sonnerup,1991].
Since the thicknesses of rotational discontinuities
and Russell,1982;Rijnbeeket al., 1988;Scudder,1997].

In the MHD theory, in a plasma with an isotropic
temperature the density, pressure,and magnetic field
strength are conservedacrossan RD, while the tangen-

tial magneticfield changesits direction[Landauand
Lifshitz,1960]. The normalcomponentof plasmaflow

in

the solar wind and at the magnetopauseare of the order of several ion gyroradii, hybrid simulations have
been used to study the structure of RDs in collisonless
plasma. In the hybrid simulation, ions are consideredto
be particles, while electronsare consideredto be a fluid.
The ions, the electron fluid, and the electromagnetic
fields evolve with time self-consistently. The existence

of stable structuresof RDs in one-dimensional
(l-D)
hybrid simulationshas been reported by many authors
Copyright2000 by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.

[Swift and Lee, 1983;Richter and Scholer,1989, 1991;
Lee et al., 1989; Goodrich and Cargill, 1991; KraussVatban, 1993; Lin and Lee, 1993; Vasquezand Cargill,
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1993]. Eachof thesepapershasdiscussed
the RDs with
certain shocknormal angles0B,, betweenthe upstream
magnetic field and the direction normal to the shock
front, valuesof upstream ion plasma/•, rotation angle
A• of tangential magneticfield acrossthe RDs, and the
half widths D of the RD transition in units of the upstream ion inertial length Li. Note that in the following,

Hybrid simulations also suggestedthat RDs with a
magnetic field rotation angle A• > 180ø may exist for
a long time if their transition width is wide enough.

Krauss-Vatban[1993]studiedthe relationsbetweenthe
structure and length scalesof the RDs with 0•,, = 60ø.
It was found that there is a minimum

thickness of a few

Li for transitions of both the ion and electron sensesof

A• > 0 (< 0) denotesa right-handedor ion sense(left- fieldrotation. For IA•l = 270ø > 180ø the RDs are unhanded or electronsense)rotation around the normal stable or roetastable, but their breakup time increases
with the initial thickness of the RD. The disintegration
componentof magnetic field.
mechanisms
are very different for the ion senseand the
Swift and Lee [1983]presentedthe first hybridsimu270ø [seealsoRichter
lation of RDs. They showedthat stable RDs exist for electronsenseRDs with IAIion senseor electron sensefield rotations. They also and Scholer,1991; Goodrichand Cargill,1991].
showed that the RDs with an initial field rotation anSatellite observationsat the magnetopausereported
gle > 180ø may be unstable. For exmnple, an RD with by Berchemand Russell[1982]showedthat the magA• = -t-270 ø will turn into a new RD with a reversednetic field rotates from the magnetosheathdirectionto
senserotation of A• = q:90ø. They, however, did not the magnetosphericdirection by the shortestangular
discussthe dependenceof their resultson the thickness path. On the other hand, observationsby $onnerup
of RDs. Lee et al. [1989]conducteda studyfor the sta- and Cahill [1968]indicatedthat the directionof the
bility of RDs and intermediateshockswith 0•,• - 60ø magnetic field rotation acrossthe magnetopausemay
and with various structures of initial transition region. depend on the normal componentof the field and is in
The RDs were found to have a stable structure. A furoppositesenseabove and below the magneticequator.
ther investigationfor RDs with 0•,, < 45ø was con- While most of the magnetopausecrossingsof satellites
ductedby Richter and Scholer[1989].They foundthat showedthat magnetic field rotation followsthe shortfor small 0•,• the RD tends to disintegrate into waves. est path through RDs, a large field rotation of about
Goodrichand Cargill [1991]showed,however,that the 195ø appeared in the RD observedby a magnetopause
of Ogo5 [Sonnerupand Ledley,1979].An exRDs with 0•,, = 30ø were also stable providedthat the crossing
simulationswererun for a longenoughtime. The waves ample of A• > 270ø was also found at the Uranian
[Russellet al., 1989].
developedat RDs are part of the RDs, and the RD magnetopause
In our recent global hybrid simulation of the reconmay consistof a right-handed field rotation upstream
and a left-handed field rotation downstream because of nection layer at the Earth's magnetopause,which is to
the polarizationsof dispersiveintermediatewaves.The be published elsewhere,magnetic field rotation angles
right-handeddispersivewavepropagates
fasterthan the of IA•l > 180ø were found in the RDs formedin the
MHD intermediate mode, while the left-handed wave

magnetopausecurrent layer. This result and the obser-

propagateswith a slowerspeed. The minimumshock

vations of rotational

discontinuities

with A•

> 180 ø at

width increasesas 0•n decreases.The stability of RDs the magnetopausemotivated us to conduct a searchfor
with small 0•,• wasfurther investigatedby Vasquezand the structureof RDs with variousanglesIA•l > 180ø
Cargill[1993].On the basisof simulationsof RDs with and with variousinitial thickness.One-dimensionalhysmall ion /•, Vasquezand Cargill [1993]examinedthe brid simulationsare used in our study. Sincethe sense
evolution of RDs with various 0•,,, plasma beta, and of the rotation angle A• through the magnetopause
the ion to electrontemperatureratio Ti/Te. The struc- rotational discontinuity determines directly the sense
ture of RDs was explained in terms of linear and non- of the field-aligned currents generated at the magnelinear dispersivewavesand ion kineticsassociatedwith topausecurrent layer [e.g., Lee et al., 1985; Lin and
RDs. They found that the ion cyclotronmode waves Lee,1994],our presentstudyis alsoveryimportantfor
producedfrom the RD are dispersive,leadingto an ex- understandingthe generation of field-alignedcurrents
pansionof the transitionwidth. Note that phasestand- associatedwith the daysidemagnetic reconnectionand
ing occursat large-0•,, RDs, where ion kinetics can their roles in the generation of cusp field-aligned curdampdispersive
modes[e.g.,Krauss-Varban,
1993]. A rents and dayside aurora.
A major purpose of this paper is to investigatethe
recentsimulationstudyby Vasquez
andHollweg[1998b]
showedthat stable RDs with small 0•,, can be produced conditionsfor the existenceof magneticfield rotations
when the upstream and downstreamconditionsare re- IA•l > 180ø in rotational discontinuitiesand Alfv•n
laxed, as they are in the Alfv•n wavetrain, wherethe wave trains. The outline of the paper is as follows. The
fields continue to rotate outside the RD layer. While simulation model is presented in section 2. The simthe above simulations were for isolated RDs, the forma- ulation results of the evolution of RDs and AWTs are
tion and structure of stable rotational discontinuities
shownin section 3. A parameter searchfor caseswith
in the reconnectionlayer at the Earth's magnetopause variousshocknormal angle 0B,,, ion plasma 3, field rotation angle A•, and initial thicknessD is shown in
wereshownby Lin andLee[1993].
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section 4. Applications of the results to the magne- respectively. The simulation is conducted in the frame
topause and the solar wind are discussed. Finally, a that is comovingwith the RD. The normal component
summary is give in section 5.
of the flow velocity is equal to the intermediate mode
speed,which is given by

rFr(Z)- -Bn/4•oTlgiN(z)- 1/•1-- l?z2, (7)

2. Model of the Study
The 1-D hybrid code used in this study is the one

described
by Swift andLee[1983].In the hybridmodel,
ions are treated as discreteparticles moving in a selfconsistentelectromagneticfield, and electronsare
treated as a masslessfluid. Charge neutrality is assumed in calculations. In the 1-D system,all the physical quantities are functions of position z and time t,
while the magneticfield and flow vectorsmay havethree

where mi is the ion mass. The upstream and downstream tangential flow velocitiesare assumedto be field-

aligned,with (Vxl, Vyl) - (V•, V•yl) and(V½2,
V•2) (V•2, •2)
The tangentialflow velocityis assumed
to satisfy MHD Walen relation everywherein the RD,
which

$•(Z)-- Vyl--(By(z)- Byl)/V/l•olrliN(z).(9)

The initial profile in our simulation includes a finite transition region linking two uniform regionsdetermined by the Rankine-Hugoniotconditionsof rotadiscontinuities.

The

normal

of the RD

front is

in the z direction. The normal componentof magnetic
field B,• = Bz = const in the 1-D system, which is assumed to be positive. An isotropic ion temperature is
assumedinitially at t = 0. A zero electron temperature Te - 0 is assuxnedfor simplicity. Note that in the
magnetosphere,Te is usually much less than the ion
temperature.

In this paper, we name the caseswith IAI

> 360ø

Alfv•n wavetrains. The initial setupof AWTs is similar
to that

as

•/•(Z)-- Vxl-(Bx(z)- Bxl)/V/t_•omiJV(z)
(8)

components.

tional

can be written

of the RDs.

The initial

RD or AWT

is located

at z = 0, and the upstream (downstream)regionof
the RD or AWT is located in z > 0 (z < 0). Let
the subscripts "1" and "2" represent the quantities in
upstream and downstream, respectively. The x and y
componentsof magneticfield in the initial RDs or largeamplitude Alfv•n wave trains are given as

Bx(z)- Bcos•(z)

(1)

By(z)- Bsin•(z),

(2)

where the magneticfield strength

B(z) - B1 - B2

our simulations are 30ø _<0,•
and -1080 ø < A•

_< 75ø, 0.01 _</•1 < 4,

< 1080 ø. The simulations

are car-

ried out for RDs with an initial transitionwidth D ranging from 0.5Li to 90Li, where Li is the upstream ion
inertial length. In the simulation the length per cell
is 0.316Li. The system length used in this study is
1500 cells, or 475Li. Two buffer zones are set up at
the two endsof the simulationdomainwith fixed magnetic field and plasxnadensity. The ion number density
N1 - N2 - 100 per cell.

In thispaper,timeis expressed
in unitsofto= f•-l,
where •1 : eBb/talC is the upstreamion cyclotron
frequency, e is the elementary charge, and c is the
speed of light. The ion number density is normalized
to No - N•. The velocity is expressedin units of
Vo - VA1, where Vnl is the upstream Alfv•n speed.
The spatial coordinate is expressedin Li, the magnetic
field is expressedin B1, the pressureis expressedin the

upstreammagneticpressure
Po - B'12/(2/•o),
and the
temperatureis expressedin units of To = Po/raiNo.

(3)

3.

Evolution

Various

and the azixnuthalangle of the magneticfield

(I)(z) -- 0.5((I)1 nt-(I)2)nt-0.5((I)1 -- •2)tanh(z/D).

Note that a differentinitialization usingHall magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD) hasalsobeenusedby KraussVatban[1993],and the resultsare quitesimilarto that
froxnthe abovemethod. The parameterrangesusedin

(4)

Here, D denotes the half width of the initial RD or
AWT. The upstream magnetic field is assumedto be
in the x direction, with (I)1 : 0ø. The total field rotation angle acrossthe RD or AWT can be written as

/•(I) : ((I)2 --(I)1) > 0 (/•(I) < 0) for a right-handedor
electronsense(left-handedor ion sense)rotation. The
ion temperature and ion number density at the initial
RD are given as

T(z) = T• = T2 = const

(5)

N(z) = N1 = N2 = const,

(6)

Rotation
In this

Initial

of RDs

and

Widths

AWTs

and

With

Field

Angles
section

we show the

evolution

of RDs

and

AWTswitha shocknormalangleOB•-- tan-l(Bu•/B.•l)
= 75ø and an upstream /•1 -- 1. Cases with various
initial transition width D are investigated.Other cases
with different OB• and /•1 are shown in section 4.
In case I an RD with initial field rotational angle
A•

-

240 ø is simulated.

The half width of the initial

RD is chosento be 1) - 1.3Li. The initial profilesat
t -

0 and the simulation

results at t -

80 and 200 are

shownin the first to the third columnsof Figure 1. Presentedin Figure I are, from the top, hodogramsof the
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Figure 1. Hodograms
of tangential
magnetic
fieldandspatialprofiles
ofthenormalized
quanti-

tiesBx,By,magnetic
fieldmagnitude
B, ionnumber
density
N, andiontemperatures
T parallel
(solidlines)andperpendicular
(dottedlines)to themagnetic
fieldobtained
fromcase1 at t = 0
(firstcolumn),
t = 80 (second),
andt = 200(third)andfromcase2 at t = 200(fourthcolumn).
The upstream
anddownstream
regions
of therotational
discontinuity
(RD) areonthez > 0 and
z < 0 sides,respectively.
0nly thecentralpartof thesimulation
domainis shown.In bothcases,
0B,•= 75ø, • = 1, andthe initialfieldrotationangleis in electronsense
with ArI)= 240ø. The
initial width D = 1.3Li in case1, whilein case2 the initial RD is widerwith D = 2.5Li.

tangentialmagnetic
fieldandspatialprofiles
of thenor- streamregions,respectively.In the whistlerwaves,B
malizedquantitiesBx, By, magneticfieldmagnitudeB, and N increasein phase.The MHD fastmodespeedis
ion numberdensityN, paralleltemperature
Tll (solid about 5.2Ct in the plasmawith OB, = 75ø and/• = 1.
lines),andperpendicular
iontemperature
Tñ (dotted Sincethe upstreamnormal inflow speedis .., Ct, the
lines).At t = 80 the magnetic
fieldhaschanged
from fast wave propagateswith a speedof .., 4.2Ct in upthe initial right-handedrotation throughthe RD to a stream againstthe inflow. In the downstreamregion
left-handed rotation of A• = -120 ø, as seen from the the fast wavepropagateswith • 6.2C• alongthe flow
field hodogram.The RD hasevolvedto the new struc- direction. At t = 80 the fast wave has propagated a
ture in which the changeof the magneticfield takes distanceof .-- 84Li in the upstreamregion. The downa short path from upstreamto downstreamby revers- stream whistler wave has reached a distance of 124Li.
Tll increases
in thetransition
ing its senseof the rotation. In the newRD the mag- The paralleltemperature
of the RD, and
netic field B decreases,and the density N increases. layerand in the regionjust upstream
Two whistler waves have been generatedand propa- so doesthe densityN. The perpendiculartemperature
gatedfromthe RD intotheupstream
(right)anddown- Tñ increasesin the transitionregionof the RD.
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The changingof the internal structure of the RD can

In case 1 with a smaller D, the solitary wave-like
structureat the downstreamedgealsoappearsin early
times, but it is quickly destroyedin the RD transition.
rotation takes a shorter A•, while the net magnetic The wave amplitude becomesvery small, and the wave
fluxIy = f By throughthe RD doesnot change.This propagatesvery slowly toward the upstream before it is
is done by losing a 360ø rotation of the field from the destroyed.In general,a largertangentialmagneticfield
upstream edge, and thus in case 1 tim new RD has a resultsin a larger scatteringof ion particlesthat may
new A• = A•lt=0- 360ø =-120 ø, wlfichcorresponds destroylarge-amplitudewavetrains [e.g.,œinand œee,
to a left-handedor ion sensefield rotation. In gen- 1991].
eral, for a given zi• this reformationprocessdepends
Figure 2 showsion velocity distribution contoursof
on the initial wavelengthD, whichis related to the spa- the ionsin case1 (Figure2a) and case2 (Figure2b)
tial gradient of the magneticfield components.If the at t = 80 and at three different positions:in the upRD is too narrow, as in case 1, a significantamount stream region around z = 15.5Li, near the transition
of ions that come into the RD from upstreamcannot regionaroundz = 4.4Li, and in the transitionregionat
follow the rotation of the magneticfield. The electric z = -1.9Li. Particlesfrom nine gridsaroundthe above
current generatedat the RD quickly changesthe wave three z positionsare usedto producethe contours. The
pattern of magnetic field, which may further enhance straightline in eachplot is alongthe localmagneticfield
the differencebetweenion trajectoriesand the field line direction.In caseI somebackstreaming
ionsareseenin
pattern becauseof the lower field and/or higher tem- the I?•-l• plot in upstream at z = 15.5Li, with V.• > 0
perature in the transition region, until the new, short- and V• near or greaterthan zero. The major population
pathed structure of magnetic field rotation is formed. of the incident ions is seen to have a central flow velocbe understood as follows. The RD with A• > 180 ø
tends to evolve to a new structure in which the field

We have traced ion trajectories in case1 and found that

ity of 1/•< 0 and•5 < 0. Theparalleltemperature
Tll

by t = 80 about 50% of the incomingions have been increasesbecauseof the field-alignedseparationof the
trapped in the RD and scattered, some returned to the
upstream. The ion scattering leadsto the increasein

velocities of incident and returned ions. At z = 4.4L•

Figure 1 showsthe results of case2 at t = 200, in which
the initial RD is the same as that in case 1, except a
larger D = 2.5Li is assumed. At t = 200 the RD still
holds the electron senserotation. The magnetic field
and the ion number density show an in-phasedecrease

up to one ion gyroradius.
Clearly, at a larger initial width D the RD can pre-

the coreof the backstreaming
ionsis seenclearlyin the
I•-V•
plot,
whose
center
is
at
I• --• 0. The numberof
and_Nin the RD, andTll increases
in the upstreamas
the returned ions are accumulated. The flow energy is ions also increasesat this position. At z = -1.9Li the
found to be reducedcorrespondingly.The enhancement distribution
plotsshowthat bothTñ andTll increase
in the thermal pressure in the RD transition causesa greatly becauseof the scatteringof the ions.
depressionin B.
In case2, however,the ion velocity distributionsat
positionsappearvery different
At t = 200, Tñ in the transition region of tile new the three corresponding
RD has gradually leveleddown, although a peak in
from thosejust shownfor case1. As shownin Figure
pressurestill exists. The magnetic field in the RD has 2b, no significantpopulationsof backstreaming
ionsare
developed into a more circular structure. The increase present at z = 15.5Li and z = 4.4Li. The plots at
in Tll hasspreadovera widerregionin the upstream. z = -1.9 in the RD transition do not showsignificant
The central field transition regionof the new RD is seen heating and ion scattering. Suchdistributionsare quite
to be wider than that of the initial RD. The structure of
common in the casesin which RD preservesits initial
the RD is found to be nearly the same as tile simulation
value of IA•I > 180ø. The enhancementof ion transrun further continues.
missionrate in RDs with a larger width D has alsobeen
On the other hand, a larger initial width D resultsin shownby Swift and Lee [1983],althoughthe resultsin
a very different structure of RD. The fourth column of their Figures 9 and 8 are only for thin RDs with a width

in the electron

sense RD.

An additional

fluctuation

in

Bx appears on the downstream side of the RD. At later
times it is seenthat the magnetic field rotates by 360ø
plus a reverse -120 ø. It then evolvesto a new RD with

serveits field rotation of A• > 180ø for a longertime,
as seen from case I and case 2. This is because it takes
time for the currents

associated with the ion orbits to

build up in the wide RD or for the solitary waves to
form and propagateawayfrom the RD in the caseswith
small 0Bn.
We now show the evolution

of RDs

with

ion sense

field rotations. In cases3 and 4, the initial RDs have

A• = -120 ø at t • 500, 6 times later than the turning
time in case1, in whichD is reducedby 1/2. This result an ion sense rotation of A• = -240 ø. In case 3 the
is similarto that obtainedby Krauss-Vatban[1993]for initial transition width D = 1.9L•, while in case 4 the
a an electron sense RD with a 270 ø field rotation. In the
initial RD is slightly wider with D = 2.5Li. The results
caseswith small 0Bn, which will be shown later in this
section,someclear solitary wavesare presentas the RD
evolves,and the wavespropagate away from the RD as
a new RD with a short-pathed field rotation forms.

of case 3 at t = 0, 80, and 200 are shown in the first to
third columnsof Figure 3, and the results of case4 at
t = 200 are shown in the fourth

column.

In case3, the magneticfield strengthB becomesquite
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(a) Case
3

( b) Case 2

1

,

Z- 15.5L i

Z- 15.5L i
o

-3

-3

-3

3-3

Vx

3

Vy

-3

3-3

Vx

3

Vy

Figure 2. Ion velocitydistributioncontoursobtainedfi'om(a) case1 and (b) case2 at tand at z = 15.$Li in the upstream, z - 4.4Li near the RD transition, and z - -1.9Li

80

in the

transition region. The straight line in eachplot is along the local magneticfield.

small at t = 80, while the ion sensefield rotation still
holds. Similar to case 1, two fast waves have propa-

is alsoseenpropagatingto the upstreamwhile the RD
reverses its sense of the field rotation.

Similar to case

gated into the upstreamand downstreamregionsas the 1, strongscatteringof ionsis foundin the RD. On the
RD evolvesfrom t = 0, but they are two rarefaction other hand, in case4 with a larger initial width D the
waves in which ]V and B decreaseand flow speed in- field rotation is still left-handed by t = 200, although
creases. In the transition region of the RD, tile ion not quite circular, as seenfrom the field hodogramin
density_Ngreatly increases.Suchan antiphaserelation the fourth column of Figure 3.
In the case with OB,• = 75ø, • = 1, and A• =
betweenB and _Nis typical in the ion senseRDs [e.g.,
Krauss-Farban,1993;Lin andLee,1993].A long"foot" -240 ø, tile "critical" initial half width that results in

regionhasdeveloped
upstreamof the RD, in which
increasesand the flow (not shown)slowsdown,similar
to case1 when the field rotation is changingto the short
path. At t = 200 the RD hasdevelopedinto all electron
sensestructure, in which the magnetic field rotation
takes a short path of A(I) = 120ø. The thicknessof the
RD at t = 200 is muchlarger than at t = 0. An interme-

the reversal of the field rotation

at t = 200 is found to

be about 2.2Li, which is nearly the sameas in the case
with A(I) = 240ø. In fact, for the caseswith 0B,, = 75ø

the criticalwidth for variousI:Xl is foundto be nearly
the same for A(I) > 180 ø as for A(I) <-180

ø.

We now show in cases5 to 7 the evolution of magnetic field rotations in Alfv6n wave trains with an initial

diate mode wave has developedat the downstreamedge A(I) = 720 ø. The initial transition width D = 11.lLi in
of the RD, in whichthe magneticfield decreases
and the case 5, D = 6.3Li in case6, and D = 3.2Li in case7.
densityand Tñ increases.This left-handedor ion sense The left two columnsof Figure 4 showfield hodograms

dispersivewave propagatesagainstthe plasmawith a
speedsmallerthan the intermediatespeed. This wave
is graduallyseparatedfrom the RD. In addition,a fast
mode compressionalwave, in which B and N increase,

and profilesof Bx and By in the AWT in case5 at t = 0
and t = 200. It is seen that at t = 200 the AWT still

contains two full rotations in the magnetic field. The
field strengthB is nearly a constantin the wavetrain.
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Figure 3. Sameas Figure 1, exceptfor case3 (D - 1.9Li) and case4 (D - 2.5Li) with ion
sense field rotations

A•

-

-240 ø.

The initial structure of the transition region remains an even smaller initial width D, the magnetic field has
lost its two full rotations with A• = 720 ø.
almost unchangedas time passes.
For comparison,let us examine the results at t - 200
Next, we show two AWTs with A•:
450ø, which
for cases6 and 7. If D is not large enough,the RD contains a 360ø plus a 90ø rotation. These cases are
or AWT may soon lose its first n x 360ø field rotations different from cases I and 2 in the sense that after the
when viewing from upstream, where n is an integer. AWT loses a 360 ø field rotation the final structure is
For Alfv•n wave trains with many field rotations, if D an RD that is still right-handed. In case 8 the initial
is very small, the tangential magneticfield may quickly transition width D = 5.1Li, while in case 9 a wider
reachits shortestpath of IA•l < 180ø. The third col- AWT with D = 5.7Li is assumed. The left and right
umn of Figure 4 showscase6 at t = 200. In this case columns of Figure 5 show the magnetic field and the
with a narrower initial width D, the Aifv•n wave train ion density in Alfv•n wave trains in case 8 and case
has lost a full 360 ø rotation

before t = 200. At t > 200

the singlerotation of A• = 360ø in the new AWT remains for a very long time becausethe width of the
new AWT is quite large for A• = 360ø. The minimum
value of D at which the initial

A•

= 720 ø can remain

9 at t = 200, respectively. In case 8 the AWT has
lost a 360 ø rotation

and has become

an RD

with

an

electron sensefield rotation of A• = 90ø. In this case,
field rotation does not extend beyond 450ø before the
360ø rotation is lost from the upstream edge, which is

till t = 200 is • 9.2Li. The fourth column of Figure 4

different

shows the results of case 7 at t = 200. In this case with

from case I and 2 with initial

A•

< 360 ø. A

small-amplitude wave appears at the upstream edge of
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Figure 4. Evolution of magnetic field in three caseswith initial A• = 720ø, 0B,, = 75ø, and
/• = 1. The wide Alfv•n wavetrain (AWT) in case5 (left two columns)preservesthe two field
rotations,the narrowerAWT in case6 (third column)haslost onerotation, while very thin AWT
in case7 (right column) has lost all the field rotations.

the RD, in which B decreases.Later in the simulation,

D-5.7L i

D-5.1L i
1.2

it is seen that in this small wave N also decreases. This

t-200

wavemay be an intermediate/ioncyclotronwave(also
calledan Alfv•n/ion cyclotronwave). The wavespeed
is only slightlygreaterthan the intermediatewavespeed
becauseof the large 0B,,. Thus it propagatesvery slowly
to upstream. On the other hand, in case9 the magnetic

-1.2

-1.2

0

1.2

-1.2

I!x

0

1.2

field retains its large field rotation with A• = 450ø at
t = 200, as seenin the right column of Figure 5.

[Ix

1.5

4. Parameter
4.1. Dependence

-1.5

Search and Applications
on A•

We have shown that by a certain final time, for example t = 200, a narrow RD or AWT may lose a multiple

1.5

of 360 ø field rotations.

It is found that

the loss of the

field rotations may occur later for wider RDs or AWTs.
In order to seethe evolutionof magneticfield rotation
in RDs and AWTs with various thicknessD, we show

-1.5
1.5

in Figure6a the criticaltimetc (in unitsof •-•), at
which the magnetic field losesits first 360ø rotation, as

a function of D (in units of ion inertial length Li) for
cases with initial A• = 240ø, 360ø, 450ø, and 720ø.
The shock normal angle is assumedto be 0B• = 75ø,
and /• = 1. The change of magnetic field structure
-80

0

80

-80

0

80

to that of a new rotation of (A• - 360ø) is nonlinear

in time. The RD or AWT may stay quite stable for
a certain time before enough electric currents associFigure 5. Structure of AWTs in case8 (left column) ated with the ion orbits build up and the amplitude
and case 9 (right) with A• - 450ø, 0e,• - 75ø, and of the 360ø rotation starts to decay. During the decay
3• - 1.
of the field the starting and the end points of the first

Z/Li
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Figure 6. Figures6a and 6b (6b in logarithmscales)showthe criticaltime tc as a functionof
initial width D for variousinitial field rotation anglesA•, with 0an = 75ø and/• = 1. Figure 6c
showsthe resultsfor various/•1,with 0an = 75ø and A• = 450ø. Figure 6d showsthe resultsfor
various0•,

with A• = 450ø and/•1 = 1. At tc the RDs or AWTs losejust a 360ø field rotation.

B.•i > 0 and By1 - O. We definethe time tc as the mo-

scalingof tc .• D 3'5hasalsobeenobtainedby KraussVatban[1993]for the casewith A• = 270ø, 0• = 60ø,

ment

and ion/•1 = 0.5. For A•

360ø field rotation are nearly the upstream value with
when the first 360 ø field rotation

becomes small

> 540ø one can also find the

enoughthat it doesnot passthe origin(Bx,By) - (0,O) times for AWTs to lose two full field rotations, which
are longer than those shownin Figure 6.

in the magnetic field hodogram.

In the casewith A• - 190ø (not shown),tc -• 900 for
D - Li, and it increasesvery rapidly with D. As A• -•
4.2. Application to the Magnetopause
180ø, tc becomesinfinity, consistentwith the existence
Rotational discontinuitiesand Alfv6n wavesmay be
of stable RDs with A• <_ 180ø. The increase of tc is
generated
in magnetic reconnectionsat the daysidemagslowerfor a larger A•. Figure 6b showstc as a function
netopause.
They may be convectedfrom the X line near
of D in the logarithm scales.Approximatestraight lines
the subsolarregion to the cuspwith a typical convection
are seen for cases with various A•.
Our simulations
for cases with various initial conditions indicate that tc speed of twice the Alfv6n speedin the magnetosheath.

For a magneticfield of 30 nT on the magnetosheath(up-

varies with D nearly as

tc - F(A•, /•i,0•n)D 3'*+ø'8,

stream)sideandan ion densityof 10 cm-*, the Alfv6n

(10) speedis about 200 km/s. The convectionspeedis thus
-• 400 km/s. The characteristicconvectiontime from

where F is a function of A•, /•1, and OBn. A similar

the subsolarregion to the cusp region magnetopauseis
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sense in both the Northern

and the Southern

14

Hemisphere. On the other hand, the observationby

12

field rotates from the magnetosheathdirection to the
magnetosphericdirection followingthe shortestangular
path in either hemisphere.A recent study of tangential
discontinuitiesat the daysidemagnetopauseby Keyset

Berchemand Russell[1982]showsthat the magnetic
/
/

10

/

/

and Roth [1998] indicatesthat the senseof the field

/
/
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I
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.

rotation may be very different under different magnetosheath flow conditions and thus the equilibrium conditions of the discontinuity. Our simulation suggests
that the senseof magnetic field rotations at the magnetopausemay depend on the thicknessof the magnetopause current layer, which may in turn determine the
direction of field-aligned currents generated from the
magnetopauseto the cusp ionosphere.

.

800

A•(deg)
Figure 7. Minimum initial width Dc as a functionof
'._k• for RDs or AWTs to preservetheir initial ,..k• >
180ø till fllt = 200 (crosssigns)and f•lt = 500 (open
triangles). The latter time is nearlythe typicaltransient
convectionat the dayside magnetopause.The calculation is conducted for OB,-,= 75ø and •q• = 1.

4.3. Dependence on/•x
Next, we show case 10 with a low beta, /• - 0.1.
This case is similar to case 8, with 0•
= 75ø and
A(I) =

450 ø.

The initial width D

=

3.0Li.

The

left, middle, and right columnsof Figure 8 showfield
hodogramsand spatial profilesof variousphysicalquantities in case 10 at t - 0, 80, and 200, respectively.
Similar to caseswith/•x = 1, two whistler waveshave
propagatedinto the upstream and downstreamregions
at t = 80. The temperature increasesin the transition

about3 min, corresponding
to t •0500f•-•. Considerregion of the AWT, and the magneticfield decreases.
The initial AWT gradually evolvesto a new rotational
netopause
thatcorresponds
to t - 200f•-•. LetDcbea discontinuitywith A(I) = 450ø- 360ø = 90ø. As the
critical, or minimum, initial half width at which the RD AWT evolves,a strong enhancementin N and a delosesjust its first 360ø field rotation at t - 200. The creasein B appear just downstreamof the AWT. This
crosssignsin Figure 7 showthis critical width Dc as a structure propagateswith nearly the slowmodespeed
function of the initial rotation angle A•. The results againstthe flow. Both Tll and Tñ alsoincrease.At
are obtained for 9B,• -- 75ø and •x - I at the magne- t = 200 the new RD with the shorter field rotation has
topause. For RDs with an initial half width D > Dc, formed. The field rotation is still right-handed in the
the magneticfield rotation of [A(I)I > 180ø remainsfor RD transition. The slow mode structure is continuously
a timet > 200f•-x. Alsoplottedin Figure7 aresimilar releasedfrom the AWT as it is turning into the new RD
minimum
widthsrequired
fort - 500f•-•, asshown
by and is extendingto a longerregionin downstream.The
wave amplitude is seen to be reduced at later times,
the open triangles.
The search has been conducted for A(I) - 190ø, 240ø, perhapspartly owing to Landau damping and partly
270 ø 350 ø 360 ø 420 ø 450 ø 540 ø and 720 ø The width
owingto the RD reachinga more stablestructure.On
De is seento increasealmost linearly with A•. This re- the upstream side an intermediate mode solitary wave
sult indicates that a constant width is required for each with a right-handedfield rotation appears,as shownin
unit angle of the field rotation. As discussedearlier, the right columnof Figure 8. In this wave,B and N dethe minimmn wavelengthrequiredby an RD shouldin- creasesignificantly,and T increases.This solitarywave
creasewith A•, becaused•/dz determinesthe gradient has been separatedfrom the RD and is seenvery clearly
of the magneticfield componentsand thusthe finite ion in this casewith the small fix. Note that in the low beta
inertial effects that may produce random ion orbits or limit the dispersivewave structuresdue to ion inertial
dispersivewaves. We have also searchedfor Dc under effectsapproachthe results from two-fluid models.
Figure 6c presents the te versus D curvesin cases
negative rotation anglesA• - -190 ø to -720 ø. As
mentioned earlier, it is found that in the caseswith with various•. The critical time tc for RDs or AWTs
an RD or Alfv•n wave at a satellite positionon the mag-

•B• - 75ø the critical widths Dc are almost the same to lose the first 360 ø field rotation is found to decrease

as fix increasesfrom 0.1 to 4.0. Caseswith variousfix
as thosefor the correspondingpositiveanglesA•.
have
also been simulated to search for the minimum iniMagnetic field rotation at the daysidemagnetopause
has been an interesting subject for decades. In the tial widths De at which the initial A(I) can remain till
observationby $onnerupand Cabill [1968]the mag- t = 200. The results are shown in Figure 9, which are
netic field rotation acrossthe magnetopause
followsan obtained from 0•,• = 75ø, A(I) = 450ø, and fix = 0.01-
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Figure 8. Field hodogramsand spatial profilesof variousquantitiesat t - 0, 80, and 200 in
case l0 with/•

- 0.1, A• -- 450ø, 0Bn -- 75ø, and D - 3.0Li.

4.0. Note that much densergrids have been usedin the
simulation of caseswith/• _<0.2 in order for the grid
sizeto be smallerthan ion gyroradii. It is seenthat Dc is

two-fluid models are only approximately appropriate as
ion/• approacheszero. The structure of RDs with ion

/• = 0 has been shownby Vasquezand Cargill [1993]

nearlyproportional
to x/• for/• >_0.1, or Vr• > 0.3. usinghybrid simulations.
This is becausethe critical width is determined by ion
trajectories in the RD and thus ion gyroradius,which is

proportionalto Vr• at a givenAlfv•n speedanda given

4.4. Dependence on 0B,•
So far we have shown the results for 0s• = 75ø. In

magnetic field. On the other hand, in the cold plasma
with low • < 0.1 the ion particle effectsbecomelessimportant, and intermediate mode solitary wavesare seen
to propagateout and causethe spreadingof the initial
AWT. The critical width Dc is nearly a constant. As
ion /• -+ 0, the width of RD or AWT is determined
by the wavelengthsof dispersivewavesdue to ion iner-

the following, caseswith 0s• = 60ø, 45ø, and 30ø are
presented. It is found that the evolution of RD or AWT
in caseswith 0s• - 60ø is qualitatively similar to that
in the caseswith 0•,• = 75ø, although the evolution
of solitary wavesreleasedfrom RD or AWT is slightly

tial effects.Hau and $onnerup[1991]havestudiedthe

and D = 4.4Li.

different.

The evolution

of an AWT

in case 11 is shown

in Figure 10, in which 0s• = 60ø, fi• = 0.1, A• = 450ø,

structure of RDs using a gyroviscoustwo-fluid model.
Figure 10 showsthe magneticfield structureat t = 0,
They havealsoshownthat includingthe Hall term alone 120, 160, and 200. At t = 120 the leadingpart of AWT
in the generalizedOhm's law but excludinggyroviscous with the 360ø field rotation still exists in the AWT,
stresses leads to an RD of infinite thickness. Note that
but it has started to be separated from the trailing
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wider than at t = 0. A whistler wave is present in the
upstream region, in which B and .N peak at z _• 61Li.
The leading part of the AWT which containsa righthanded 360ø field rotation has started to be separated
from the trailing part. At t = 130 the initial AWT has
spread into an intermediate mode solitary wave with
nearly 360ø field rotation and a new RD with AtI) = 90ø.

lO

8

6

BothTii andTñ remainnearlyconstant
throughout
the

J

simulationdomain. The right-handedintermediate/ion
cyclotron wave propagates upstream of the new RD
with a speedlarger than the inflow speed,in which the

4

variations in B and .N are in phase. At t = 210 this solitary wave has propagated to z _• 40Li and has become

2

weaker.

It is found to maintain

its main structure

for a

long time, which is very different from caseswith larger
o
o.o

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

1/z

OB,•. The structure of the new RD with A(I) = 90ø, in
which B and .N are nearly constant, is quite stable.
In the cases with OB• around or smaller than 45ø,

the critical width Dc may be very different for RDs or

Figure 9 ß CrosssignsshowDc as a functionof •
for caseswith •B• = 75ø and •(I, = 450ø.

AWTs whichinitially havethe sameIA(I)l but different
field rotation senses.This feature is quite differentfrom
the caseswith large angles of OB•. As shown earlier,
for OB• = 75ø the critical number Dc is almost the

part with the 90ø field rotation. At t = 160 a righthanded solitary wave appearsin the upstream,which is
evolved from the part of the AWT with the 360ø field

same for the same IA(I)I. For OB•, > 45ø, nonlinear
scatteringof ionsdue to rapid changingof magneticfield

with A(I) = 90ø after losing the 360ø rotation. This
right-handedintermediate/ioncyclotronsolitarywave

direction plays an important role in the processin which
the +360 ø field rotation is lost. The generationof the
random currents due to ion orbits is mainly determined
by the ratio between pi and D i, where pi is the ion
gyroradiusand Di is the width of RD per unit degreeof

contains a decrease in B and N.

field rotation.

rotation.

The initial

AWT

has evolved to a new RD

This result is differ-

ent from that in case8, which also has A(I) = 450ø and
• = I but the shocknormal angleOBn= 75ø. In case8
the 360ø solitary wave is destroyedbefore it propagates
out of the AWT. The upstream wave at t = 160 in case

The field rotation

sense of the initial RD

doesnot play a significantrole. The 4-360ø fieldrotation
is carried away mainly by fast or intermediate waves
generatedat the RD. Thesewavesare very differentin
RDs with different

senses of field rotations.

l l, however,disappearsat t = 200, as seenfrom the
right column of Figure 10.
As OBndecreases,the processthrough which an RD

rotation

or AWT

small OBn, the minimum initial width Dc at which

evolves to a new RD or AWT

with a smaller

In case 13 we show the evolution of an AWT

which is

similar to that in case12, except with an ion sensefield
of A(I) = -450 ø. Note that in these cases with

IA(I)lbecomes
quitedifferentin the parameterrangeof

can remain till a certain final time is smaller for electron

our simulations. The small ratio of the tangential to

sense RDs or AWTs

normal magneticfield in the lessobliquecasesweakens the scattering of ion orbits. Ions penetrate RD
more easily along the magnetic field lines. The upstream and downstreamsolitary waves releasedfrom

with OBn = 75ø, ]•1 -- 1, and A(I) = 450ø, Dc •- 5.?Li,

the RD or AWT are seen to last for a long time as

critical D•.

than for ion sense RDs. In the case

while for OB, = -450 ø the minimum width Dc _• 10Li.
In case 13 we assumethe initial width D = 8.2Li, which

is larger than that in case12 but still smallerthan the

they propagate away from the new RD. These waves
Figure 12 showsvariousquantitiesat t = 0, 60, and
are generatedby the finite ion Larmor radius effects. 110. Since the initial AWT carries an ion sensemagFor lessobliqueRDs the groupvelocityof wavepackets netic field variation, its first 360ø field rotation is leftof the normal modes associated with RDs can propa- handed. The left-handed intermediate wave propagates
gateout moreeasilyalongthe fieldlines[Goodrich
and with a speedthat is smallerthan the intermediatemode
Cargill, 1991; Vasquezand Cargill, 1993]. The RDs speed,and thus it cannotpropagateinto the upstream
with 0•n < 45ø are usually thicker than more obliquely as in case 12. Instead, the AWT losesits A(I) by releasingsmall-amplitudewavesto both upstreamand
propagatingRDs.
In case 12, 0• = 45ø, /•x = 1, A• = 450ø, and the downstream. At t = 60, Tñ is seento have increased
the initial AWT is relatively narrow with D = 4.1Li. by a factor of 2 in the AWT; the densityN also inand
Figure11 showshodograms
of tangentialmagneticfield creasesgreatly. The magneticpressuredecreases,
and spatial profiles of various quantities at t = 0, 70, the variation of magneticfield throughthe AWT is not
130, and 210. At t = 70 the AWT is seento be much circular,as seenfrom the field hodogram.Again, some
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Figure 10. Resultsof case11 with 0B• - 60ø, 31 - 1, A(• - 450ø, and D - 4.4Li.
whistler waves have propagated into the ambient plasmas.

At t = 110 the initial

unstable

AWT

has turned

into a new RD with A• = -90 ø. A right-handed intermediate

mode wave with

Alfvdn wavesmay be generatedas a result of magnetic
reconnectionsin the coronalholes. Simulationsby

and Lee [1993]and ia and Lee [1999]indicatedthat

a decrease in B and N is

rotational discontinuitiesmay be imbedded in Alfv•n
seen on the upstream side of the RD transition. This waves in the outflow region of magnetic reconnection.
wave continuouslypropagatesaway in the upstream. A Assume that the relations between tc and D shown in
long downstream wave structure is also present, which Figure 6 are also valid for large D and t. We can estipropagatesin the -x direction. In the leading part of mate the minimum widths of Alfvdn wave trains (i.e.,
the downstream wave, B and N increase. The density I/X4>
I > 360ø) in the solar wind in order for them to
structureof this waveis more complicatedin the trailing exist and be observed near the Earth at 1AU.
part, indicating that the wavestructure is changingas it
Observations have indicated that more RDs are found
is released from the AWT while the new RD is formed.
in high-speedstreams (500-800 km/s at 1 AU) emaThe RD is quite stable, and its width is nearly a con- nating from coronalholes [Neugebauer,
1992]. For a
stant. We have also simulated caseswith 0B• = 30ø, solar wind speedof 500 km/s it takes about 3.5 days
and the results are similar to the caseswith 0•

= 45 ø.

Figure 6d showsthe critical time tc as a function of
the initial width D for 0•,, = 75ø, 60ø, 45ø, and 30ø.
The calculation is conductedfor AWTs with 3• = 1 and
A• = 450ø. Again, the relation betweentc and D satisfiesequation(10). It is seenthat as 0• decreases
from
75ø to 30ø, the RDs or AWTs lose a 360ø field rotation
at a much shorter time. Nevertheless,at relatively short
widths D < 5.5Li, the time tc for 0•n = 60ø is slightly
larger than that for 0B• = 75ø. This is becausein the
less oblique AWTs with 0• = 60ø, the ion scattering
in the rotational magnetic field is weaker and thus tc
is larger. As D increases,the disintegrationof the less
oblique AWTs may be dominated by the spreadingof
solitary waves, which is faster as 0• becomessmaller.
4.5. Application

to the Solar Wind

for AWTs to travel a distance of r • 1 AU. The proton density decreasesfrom the surface of the Sun as

• r -2 The radial componentof the magneticfield
variesas• r -2 andthe azimuthalmagneticfieldvaries
as • r -•. As the AWTs propagateawayfromthe Sun
in the nonuniform solar wind, their shock normal an-

gle may change. Observationsindicate that RDs in the
solar wind are usually evolving with time and that the

range of O• is wide [e.g., Ne•gebauer,1989]. For a
rough estimate, let us usethe plasmaand magneticfield
conditionsat 0.5 AU as an average. Given that the ob-

servedprotondensityat 1 AU is • 5 cm-a, the density
at 0.5 AU is estimatedto be 20 cm-a, corresponding
to Li • 51 /cm. The magnetic field strength at 1 AU
is • 6 r•T. Assuminga Parker spiral angle of 45ø, the
radial and the azimuthal componentsof the magnetic

field at 1 AU are about B• • BO • 4.24 r•T, which
to B• • 17 r•T and BO• 8.5 r•T at 0.5 AU.
Parker [1991]suggested
that Alfv•n wavescan heat correspond

solar coronal particles in the coronal holes. Lee et

The total field at 0.5 AU is • 19 nT, and thus the ion

fl• • 1.82s-• Thepropagation
timeof
al. [1996]proposedthat rotationaldiscontinuities
and gyro-frequency
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Figure 11. Evolution
of theelectron
sense
AWT in case12withOB,•- 45ø,3• - 1, A •

- 450 ø,

and D - 4.1Li.

3.5daysthencorresponds
to t • 5.5x 105• -• Assum- erated from the X line may also be thin, with their
ing this is the nfinimumtime requiredfor the existence widths not more than a few ion inertial lengthsin the
low-beta plasma. RDs with IA•[ > 180ø would re-

of AWTs, the width D correspondingto this time is the
minimum width of AWTs. For caseswith 3 "'• unity the

main for hundreds to thousandsof ion gyroperiods,as

inferred fi'om Figure 6. For B • 10 G in the coronal
hole, this duration correspondsto a time of lessthan
nearly 44Li _• 2250 ],'• for 8•,, = 75ø The minimum 0.1 s. Therefore the RDs would easilylosea 360ø field
lengthsof AWTs per 360ø rotation are [hereforeesti- rotationto becomea new RD with IA•l < 180ø asthey
minimum half width of AWTs per 360ø field rotation is
estimated as _ 60Li •- 3060 km for 0B,• = 30ø, and it is

propagateout into the solarwind. On the otherhand,
an observationby Tsurutaniand Gonzalez[1987],long RDs with IA• I > 180ø maybe moreeasilyfoundat the
Alfv6n wave trains with many large-amplitudefluctu- magnetopause,
wherethe iongyroperiod
is longandthe
ations in magnetic field have been found in the solar characteristic convection distance is short.

mated to be on the order of thousands of kilometers.

In

wind, which has a wavelengthof • 30 Earth radii.

To our knowledge,sofar there hasbeenno report of
rotationaldiscontinuities
with IA•l > 180ø in the solar
wind. This phenomenonmay be understoodas follows.
It has been suggestedthat RDs may be generatedby
magneticreconnections
associated
with microflares
[Lee
et al., 1996]. Considerthat the reconnection
occursin a
thin current sheet. The rotational discontinuities gert-

An alternative view has also been proposedfor the
formation of rotational discontinuities in the solar wind.

Cohen and Kulsrud [1974] showedthat in the ideal
MHD approximation,nonlinearhydromagneticfluctuationspropagatingalongthe mean magneticfield may
steepeninto shocksand subsequently
evolveintopurely
Alfv•nic fluctuations or rotational discontinuities. Numerical simulations were also carried out to show that
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Figure 12. Evolution of the ion senseAWT in case 13 with 0B• - 45¸, 3• - 1, A• - -450 ¸,
and D - 8.2Li.

the Alfv•nic fluctuationscan steepenand generate
imbeddedRDs [Vasquezand Hollweg,1996, 1998a,b;

the investigationis conductedfor the evolutionof magnetic field rotations through RDs or AWTs which iniMedvedev
et al., 1997]. Vasquez
and Hollweg[1998b] tially havea field rotationangleof [A•[ > 180¸. The

suggestedthat in order to accountfor the frequent occurrence of the RDs with small 0B,•, Alfv6nic fluctuations with imbeddedRDs must be evolvingthrough
a successionof arc-polarizedor sphericallypolarized
waveforms.The hybrid simulationof Vasquezand Holl-

simulation has been performed for RDs with a broad
range of thicknessD.

It is found that for a given initial half width D the
RDs or AWTs with [A•[ > 180¸ lose 4-360¸ rotation
in magneticfield at a time to, and the magneticfield
weg[1996]showedthat RDs witixIxml <
rotation takes a shorterpath through the RD or AWT.
ways produced by steepeningfrom linearly polarized At t < tc, however,RDs and AWTs preservethe initial
Alfv•n wavesbecauseof the geometricalconstraintsof field rotation angle A •. The critical time tc is estimated
the Alfv&• wavesBarnesand Hollweg[1974].
to be tc • F (A •, 3•, 0B,•)/)3.3
4-0.8.
The evolutionof magneticfield rotation throughRDs
and AWTs as a functionof the initial A•k, the upstream
5. Summary
3•, and the shocknormal angie 0•,• is studiedby exIn summary,we have carried out 1-D hybrid simula- amining the structure of the magneticfield at a certain
tions to study the structure of rotational discontinuities final time, which corresponds
to a giventransientconand large-amplitude Alfv&• wave trains. In particular, vection time at the dayside magnetopauseand in the
ß
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solar wind, for cases with various initial width D. It is
found that there exists a critical initial width Dc such

Computer resources were provided by the National Partnershipfor AdvancedComputational IniYastructureand the
that for D > Do, RDs and AWTs can preserve their Alabama Supercomputer Center.
Janet G. Luhmann thanks Bernard J. Vasquez for his
initial rotation angle
> 180ø for a time longer assistancein evaluating this paper.

than a given transient convection time in space plasmas. For D < D•, RDs or AWTs may quickly lose
n x 360ø field rotations, where n is an integer, until a

smallestrotation angle IA•I < 180ø is reached. The
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